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You were invincible, 
Who's always on your side, 
Always in control.
Some things you just can't hide.

When all the numbers don't match up, 
A part of me wants to turn it in.
I'd rather see the dark instead
So I can get you out of my head

Won't you tell me what's on your mind
Safe and sound, and so secure.
Cast iron cold, invincible
As the weakest link with the locks exposed.

Break the stupid code, 
And keep me miserable.
What do you think of me?
I know it's personal.

When all the numbers don't match up, 
A part of me wants to turn it in.
I'd rather see the dark instead
So I can get you out of my head.

Won't you tell me what's on your mind
Safe and sound, and so secure.
Cast iron cold, invincible
As the weakest link with the locks exposed.

Time could make for an open door.
You could never handle the day the sun burnt out this
candle.

Oh yeah, I wish I never met you
Oh yeah, if what they say is all true.

Solidify what I thought you've invented, 
Give me bad news so I can keep on drinking.
Oh yeah, I wish I never met you.
I never met you.
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Won't you tell me what's on your mind
Safe and sound, and so secure.
Cast iron cold, invincible
As the weakest link with the locks exposed.

Time could make for an open door.
You could never handle the day the sun burnt out this
candle.
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